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Below are some resources that are specifically about spirituals or reference performers, composers or other information related to spirituals:

DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS


BIOGRAPHIES & BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES


**HISTORIES, CHRONOLOGIES**
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**BIBLIOGRAPHIES, DISCOGRAPHIES, CATALOGS, CONGRESSES, ICONOGRAPHIES**


Contents of this document may be used for non-commercial purposes only if the source is acknowledged. All material remains the property of its creator. All commercial rights reserved. Copyright ©2019.
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**INDEXES & ATLASES**


**MUSIC CRITICISM**
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**SUBJECT-SPECIFIC SOURCES: SPIRITUALS**


SUBJECT-SPECIFIC SOURCES: VOCAL MUSIC
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**SUBJECT-SPECIFIC SOURCES: COLLABORATIVE PIANO**


**VOCAL PEDAGOGY/MUSIC EDUCATION**


**MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS**


**JOURNALS AND JOURNAL GUIDES**

*Black Music Research Bulletin.* Chicago: Columbia College Center for Black Music Research, 1988-


The Negro Spiritual. Oakland, CA: Friends of Negro Spirituals, 1999-

ARTICLES FROM PERIODICALS/SERIALS/NEWSPAPERS


